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‘an infinite sphere, whose centre is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere’

While boundlessness is a characteristic of the empyrean, bounds are the defining 
characteristic of our reality. Not only the bounds we draw in the world, separating 
one thing from another, but the boundaries we draw within ourselves.
What belongs here, what must be ejected outside the circle of our self? What remains 
inside the circle is us, what is outside the circle is ‘the other’. 
The sword and the dagger have symbolized the ability of reason to divide the world 
into ever decreasing parts within the mystic traditions. If the cut is suggestive of 
division, is the rubbing out of the line a healing, by making something whole again?

The question Daniel has chosen to address is where to place the cut, and how it 
affects us. How and where people divide themselves from the world comes to define 
how we interact with what remains outside our bounds.



The big dining room

                     small wall

 1. Eight study’s of blindfolded Arabic men | crayon on paper  Each 7 800 kr

                      big wall

 1. Young Hasidic boy | graphite on paper    7 800 kr

 2. Blue, red and black flag | collage 

 3. Green flag with white triangle   25 000 kr

 4. Red on red flag        7 800 kr

 5. Young Hasidic boy       5 800 kr

 6. Super man        7 800 kr

 7. How to blow up heathrow ( a manual )    6 500 kr

 8. Palestinian protester       6 300 kr

 9. Black flag       23 000 kr

10.Distorted orange flag     28 000 kr

11. Bright green, pink and orange flag   12 500 kr

12. Searching for illegals | drawing

13. Hasidic man        6 500 kr

14. Green and ivory- white flag    23 000 kr

15. Batman         7 800 kr

16. Young Hasidic boy       5 800 kr

If you are interested in one of the posters please contact the artist.

danieljouseff@icloud.com
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Konst på KB
28 april – 27 maj 2017

The small dining room

                    wall 1

 1.Small yellow and green flag      8 900 kr

 2. Large black and yellow flag    23 000 kr

 3. Multicolored flag | collage on paper

 4. Small green and red flag      7 800 kr

 5. Small red and yellow flag      8 900 kr

 6. Arabic man with deep red fez hat     5 800 kr

 7. Hasidic man reading      7 800 kr

                    wall 2

 1. Small black, green and red flag     7 800 kr

 2. Small blue and black flag      7 800 kr

 3. Multicolored fla  | collage on paper

 4. Green flag with star     23 000 kr

 5. Burgundy and green flag   23 000 kr

 6. Operation gatekeeper | drawing

For information about SKF/Konstnärshuset visit www.konstnarshuset.org


